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Select Sires Gives Meeting on Bull Selection 
by RD Morrison 

 The January 9th meeting was held at the Pickens 
County Career and Technology Center.  President Hood 
welcomed the assembled members and informed them 
that the PCCA will sell, through sealed bids, the Associa-
tion’s squeeze chute.  He, also, showed the PCCA Year in 
Review 2019, which was submitted to the SCCA as our 
Association of the Year application.  After a meal, prepared 
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by the Parkette of Pickens, Select Sires gave an informa-
tive meeting on bull selection.   
 Henry Mitchell, Select Sires, spoke on bull selec-
tion.  He advised the members that he teaches AI school 
and can come and AI your cattle if you have the facilities 
to safely work cattle.  The genetics available to small pro-
ducers is incredible.  For example, most of us cannot af-
ford a $250,000 bull, but semen from that bull is around 
$25 per straw.  This could result in shortened calving 
times, weaning could be done all at the same time and 
sales could be grouped if other management practices are 
adopted.  Certain traits can be selected based on the 
EPD’s of the selected bull.  Weaning weight for some, 
milk for others, for example.  The cost to AI is pretty 
reasonable.  A herd of 100 cows would be about $4175, 
or approximately $42 per head.  And this is using 
$250,000 bulls.  Instead of 4 clean up bulls, only 2 would 
be needed.  That is a significant savings.  He indicated that 
the average conception rate for cows is 50 –55% and the 
heifer’s rate is 70-75%.   Because AI calves are born first, 
they will have gained more weight, maybe as much as 75 
pounds.  If you want to raise replacement heifers, Select 
Sires has several great options for milk and growth.  He 
offered several options to market AI calves.  Because AI 
sired calves have the genetics, they are worth more mon-
ey.  He indicated that Yon bulls have a comparable 
worth, but they are the only producer in South Carolina 
with comparable bulls, and, therefore, calves.  Several op-
portunities exist for buy back which will increase the val-
ue of the steers by as much as $0.35 per pound. 
 He talked about several bulls that would work 
well on local cattle.  Not only are many really good angus  
(Black and Red) bulls available, many other breeds are 
also available, such as Simmental and Hereford.   
 He, also, talked about colostrum replacement and 
other supplements that help with scours which are availa-
ble through Select Sires. 
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PCCA President George Hood is shown presenting a 
check to ‘Country Santa’. 

PCCA helps Country Santa 
By RD Morrison 

 

The PCCA members showed their generosity again by 
donating to “Country Santa”, an organization that helps 
children who otherwise would not have a Christmas have 
a Christmas.  The money is used to buy toys and other 
Christmas items for families that need a little help.  
Thanks to our members that gave. 

 
Spring Hill, TN. Office 
3789 Old Port Royal Rd 
Spring Hill, TN 37174 
Phone:  (931) 489-2020 
 
Henry Mitchell 
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Note from the Editor:   In 2020, we are focusing on senior 
farmer safety.  This is the second installment. 
Failure to recognize diminishing physical and sensory abili-
ties and to take corrective actions to accommodate these 
losses puts senior farmers at considerable risk. On farms, 
where the worksite is also the homestead, these risks also 
extend to co-workers and family members who may be 
working with or around farmers operating machinery and 
equipment. Following is a discussion of some of the most 
common age-related factors that affect senior farmers.  
 
 
 
Hearing 
Age-related hearing loss is called presbycusis (presby = el-
der, cusis = hearing). Everyone who lives long enough will 
develop some degree of age-related hearing loss. Those 
who damage their ears through noise develop it sooner and 
people who live and work in noisy environments have more 
presbycusis than those who live and work in quiet environ-
ments. Farmers exposed to continuous or frequent loud 
noises from farm machinery, tractors, or confined livestock 
operations will typically experience some level of short-
term and long-term hearing loss. Presbycusis is the most 
common form of hearing loss and is thought to be due to 
the combined effects of aging of the peripheral or central 
auditory systems, and the accumulated effects of wear-and-
tear. Most cases of presbycusis include high-frequency sen-

Safety for Senior Farmers 
 By David W. Smith 

Texas A&M Extension Safety Program 

 During this Coronavirus crisis, the 
PCCA is working to keep members in-
formed.  Please check our Facebook page 
for info on closings, rules, information, etc. 
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sitivity loss, which disrupts speech comprehension in pro-
portion to the sensitivity loss. The condition worsens 
with age. The ability to hear is an important part of farm 
safety. Farmers who lose their ability to hear may be una-
ware of machinery malfunctions, approaching vehicles or 
animals, warning calls of co-workers, or nearby children 
or co-workers in the vicinity of tractors or other loud, 
moving equipment.  
 
 
 
Vision 
Vision impairments can develop gradually over a period of 
years, affecting our ability to recognize objects at different 
distances, distinguish colors and patterns, adapt to chang-
ing light levels, and focus clearly on an object. For exam-
ple, many 45-year-olds need four times as much light to 
see objects as clearly as they did when they were 20. By 
age 60, the light needed to see clearly is double that re-
quired by 45-year-old’s. Vision difficulties are also respon-
sible for many accidents and injuries on the farm. Farmers 
often work early-mornings or late into the evening when 
light is already limited. Vision impairments only compound 
the problem. Farm work also involves careful manipula-
tion of controls, levers, and gears on tractors and machin-
ery. Farmers must quickly recognize and negotiate poten-
tial hazards to avoid injury. Falls, the most common cause 
of injury among seniors, is often attributed to poor vision 
due to the inability to see obstacles and the loss of bal-
ance.  

NOTICE:  FYI - With the influx of Corona virus 
(COVID-19) and the concern for our older and vulnera-
ble members, PCCA meetings have been cancelled or 
postponed.  The February meeting was cancelled due to 
inclement weather and March due to COVID-19.  The 
Advertisers Appreciation meeting has been postponed.  
Please follow the guidelines and stay healthy. 
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 Don’t Let Your Cows Eat the Profit 

By Robert Wells, PhD 
With permission of the Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation 

 Intentional beef producers will develop a winter 
feeding strategy and calving season that reduces the cost 
of winter feed. The bulk of the cost of cow ownership 
typically occurs during the winter when additional supple-
mentation is required. University and industry data indi-
cate that annual cow costs range from $500 to $600. Nu-
tritional supplementation makes up 40-60% of this total 
annual cost; thus, ranging from $200 to $360 per cow per 
year. Mineral supplementation makes up about $35 of the 
total nutritional costs. The remainder, $165-325 on aver-
age, is spent on supplemental feed and hay. What can be 
done to reduce the cost of the herd supplementation 
program without negatively impacting cow body condi-
tion score and reproduction?  
 The most impactful element that should be con-
sidered is to time the cow’s peak lactation with when the 
best quality and quantity forage is available. This time is 
when she has the highest nutritional demand. Refer to 
the graph to understand the relationship of timing of calv-
ing relative to the cow’s highest nutritional demand. Peak 
lactation occurs about two to three months after birth.  
Impacts on Body Condition Score 
 Many producers think the best time to start calv-
ing is when the spring or winter flush of forage is at its 
peak. However if they do this, then by the time peak lac-
tation occurs, the cow may have missed the best forage 
of the year and will not be able to take full advantage of 
it. This will impact the cow through her body condition 
score (BCS) since there is a possibility that she will be on 
a negative plane of nutrition and losing weight. The first 
thing that the cow will lose is fat and her BCS will be re-
duced.  
 Secondly, by starting the calving season about two 
months in advance of the height of the forage quality and 
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quantity, this will ensure that the majority of the cows will 
calve at the most opportune time relative to forage quali-
ty. In a 60-day calving season, at least half of the cows 
should be in peak lactation when the annual flush of for-
age arrives.  
Impacts on Reproduction 
 Since the cow will be consuming extremely high 
quality forage that exceeds 60% total digestible nutrients 
(TDN) and 10% crude protein (CP), she will be rebuilding 
any body fat reserves. This will signal to the body that the 
cow is in a favorable environment and can support the 
next pregnancy. Thus, she will start to cycle again in a 
timely manner after calving. Cow nutrition and subse-
quent body condition score has been demonstrated nu-
merous times to have an impact on her rebreeding rate. A 
cow that is in a BCS of five or greater will have a much 
greater probability of timely rebreeding compared to one 
that is in a BCS of four or less. In this regard, what occurs 
this year can have a significant impact on profitability next 
year.  
 For young a cow that is trying to breed for her 
second calf, the impact of nutrition can be the difference 
between her getting rebred or not. These females have a 
much higher nutritional demand than do mature cows. 
Two-year-old cows are still growing, lactating and trying 
to support the next reproductive cycle in that order, re-
spectively. Reproduction is the first physiological process 
the cow will shut down if she is nutritionally compro-
mised. Most of the time, lack of proper nutrition is to 
blame when a cow fails to get rebred for the second calf.  
 Cows that fail to rebreed or breed late will “eat 
away” at the profit of the entire ranch. A cow that calves 
just 30 days later than the previous year has given up at 
least 60 pounds of additional weaning weight, which can 
translate into about $75 of lost value. A cow that doesn’t 
breed at all has incurred all the annual costs of production 
yet did not repay the owner with a live calf at birth. In this  
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sense, she is eating away at the ranch profit margin.  
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 Coronaviruses (CoV) are a large family of viruses 
that cause illness ranging from the common cold to more 
severe diseases such as Middle East Respiratory Syndrome 
(MERS-CoV) and Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome 
(SARS-CoV).   Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is a new 
strain that was discovered in 2019 and has not been previ-
ously identified in humans.  Coronaviruses are zoonotic, 
meaning they are transmitted between animals and peo-
ple.  Detailed investigations found that SARS-CoV was 
transmitted from civet cats to humans and MERS-CoV 
from dromedary camels to humans. Several known coro-
naviruses are circulating in animals that have not yet infect-
ed humans.  
 Common signs of infection include respiratory 
symptoms, fever, cough, shortness of breath and breathing 
difficulties. In more severe cases, infection can cause pneu-
monia, severe acute respiratory syndrome, kidney failure 
and even death.  Standard recommendations to prevent 
infection spread include regular hand washing, covering 
mouth and nose when coughing and sneezing, thoroughly 
cooking meat and eggs. Avoid close contact with anyone 
showing symptoms of respiratory illness such as coughing 
and sneezing. 

Coronavirus 
From the World Health Organization 

Handy Farm Inventions 
By RD Morrison 

 When working with field fence 
by yourself. it is hard to hold the wire 
up with one hand, hold a steeple with 
the other, and hold the hammer with 
the other hand (that make three 
hands).  This rig makes the job easy.  It 
hooks into the fence and on top of the 
post.  Click, click, click—the wire is 
lifted into position.  No muss, no fuss.  
Two man job is now a one man job. 
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Thoughts from the President - George Hood 
 
 Greetings fellow members.  I hope 
this finds you and your family healthy. We 
have not had a PCCA meeting since Janu-
ary, and March was a gut punch to us all! 
 We had a great meeting on bull selection in Janu-
ary, and it was well attended.  The February meeting was 
cancelled due to the sudden forecast of snow. Though the 
snow failed to accumulate, we were concerned about 
road conditions after the meeting. All of us were disap-
pointed not to hear Lindsey Craig, but we will get her 
back on the schedule first opportunity!  The decision re-
garding the March meeting (about minerals) had to be 
made in early March, and was not an easy decision. As it 
turned out, schools closed shortly after we cancelled the 
meeting. So we would not have had a venue anyway!  Our 
biggest meeting of the year: the Advertiser Appreciation/
Trade Show dinner on April 23 had to be postponed, but 
it is too important to both our members and advertisers 
to cancel outright. Our intention is to have it later in the 
year. 
 Our plan for all 3 cancelled/postponed meetings 
was to have Dr Meadows give a recap of the annual 
Clemson Bull Test/Sale in February. The average bull 
price was a record setting $4197, and we had several cat-
tlemen from our area (and PCCA) participate and do 
well. The BIG news was an Angus yearling from Leesville 
that was sold to a buyer from California...for $22,000!!! 
Well done, Dr Meadows. 
 As cattlemen, our lives have been altered in ways 
we never imagined. Prices for our cattle are unpredictable 
at best. Upstate Livestock had to put rules in place re-
garding auction day in order to comply with state and fed-
eral mandates. Our good friends at Clemson are working 
from home. Meanwhile, during these tumultuous days, we 
are finishing fertilizing our pastures and preparing to bale 
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hay in the next couple of months. While the rainfall 
made for some muddy hay feeding in late winter, it has 
been a blessing as it kicks off the growth of our forage!  
 Finally, the bid opening for the squeeze chute, 
scheduled for the March meeting, has obviously been de-
layed. The final cutoff for bids, to be received by mail at 
Clemson Extension in Pickens, is Monday, April 13. The 
officers of the association will open those bids as soon as 
we can get the mail from Clemson Extension; then we 
will meet as a group. The winner will be notified immedi-
ately. 
 None of us (even old guys like me!) have seen 
times like these. Let’s strive to be patient as we all find 
our way forward. May God bless our first responders 
and medical providers, as they cannot “hunker down” 
like many of us, but “run toward” those that are in need 
and hurting. 
All my best, 
George Hood 

Synopsis Treasurer’s Report—3/2/20 
Beginning Balance: $7294.07 
Ending Balance: $6723.99 

Income: $2485.00 
  Ads:   $6445.00 
  Dues:            $2650.00 
  Reimbursed:    $410.00  
Contributions:   $436.00               
 
Expense:         $4686.12 
  Donations:      $772.00 
  Dues:            $1050.00 
  Miscellaneous:  $132.99 
  Office Supplies:    $8.25 
  Postage:           $149.50 
    General:           $44.50 

    Newsletter:     $55.00 
Printing: 
      Website:          $700.00 
  Tax:                    $9.31 
  Travel & Entertainment: 
                        $1679.67 
    Meals:           $1642.82        
    Tableware:    $36.85 
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